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Abstract 
In this paper, an algorithm is proposed and also applied to make a topological analysis in an electrical distribution network. The 
topological method applied is Breath First Search. The purpose is to know the operating state of the elements in the network 
which are either energized o de-energized due to opening or closing of switches. The result of this kind of studies can be applied 
in graphic interfaces to either make other studies or monitoring. The paper presented here is based on digraph representation, 
that is, devices that are interconnected and have a unidirectional path; this assumption is based in the fact that each device has a 
sending bus and a receiving bus. As the electrical devices might not be connected in a sequential form, the use of the classic 
topological BSF algorithm could deliver some errors. These errors consist in no considering buses in the analysis; therefore, it 
could identify electrical buses that are not energized when they really are. The algorithm proposed takes this into account and one 
solution is shown. It is presented two study cases which employ the IEEE 37 bus system test case modified to show the response of 
the algorithm proposed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Several problems can be represented in a diagram form which is formed by points and joined lines. This representation is 
known in mathematics and physics as graphs or digraphs. Some fields in which this representation can be used are: 
Computing science, chemistry, communications and electrical engineering. Some works have been carried out with the 
support of graphs theory. In [1] it is applied the Breath First Search (BFS) to obtain a diagnostic after a fault in some 
point of an electrical network occurs, this is, identifying the fault point and the affected regions. In [2] it is applied a 
topological analysis to classify fault zones and to implement a reliability index evaluation system. 
The application of graphs in the electrical engineering field has shown its usefulness and reliability. By means of some 
modifications in searching criteria can be generated several responses, and the generated data can be employed in 
electrical applications, as well as in supervising control centers. Because of the profits obtained with topological 
analyzers, in this paper is applied an algorithm to identify devices that are energized o de-energized due to aperture or 
closure of switches in an electrical distribution network. The data obtained is useful in electrical studies such as 
restoration, reconfiguration and power flow, because a change in the operating state of a switch will change the topology 
of the system. For example, in reconfiguration studies, it is necessary to know if a change in a switch’s state will leave 
some electrical zones without energy. In restoration studies, additionally to the problem of getting isolation zones due to 
the change of state of switching devices, it is possible to know the area that results isolated because of a fault released. 
Due to the importance to know the topological changes in electrical networks, the proposed algorithm uses the Breath 
First Search method to detect de-energized devices that are generated due to switching actions. The algorithm has the 
ability to consider buses that do not have a sequential path. In this work the topological algorithm is applied in two test 
cases using the IEEE 37 bus system modified to see the ability that holds to solve electrical problems. The program was 
implemented with Intel Visual Fortran 2008 programming software. 
 
2. BREATH FIRST SEARCH (BFS) 
Informally, a graph is defined like a finite point series, which might be connected by lines without any direction, and a 
digraph is defined like a finite point series which can be connected by directed lines.  In figure 1 it is shown an example 
of a digraph. 

 
Figure 1 Digraph example 
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Formally, a graph G , is a pair  ,V E  where V  is a finite set whose elements are called vertices and E  is a set of subsets 
of V  of order two which represent a combination pair of adjacent vertices [3]. The elements of E  are called limits. 
Almost any algorithm that solves a graph problem requires the exploration of each vertex. The way that these algorithms 
travel through each vertex gives the name of the method. The BFS algorithm explores every vertex that is in the same 
level before to skip to another one. The vertices are visited in order according to the increasing distance from the initial 
vertex, where the distance represents the number of limits in the shortest route. The BFS algorithm is next shown: 

Being  ,G V E a Graph or Digraph; where v V  is the vertex from the search starts. 
Note: 
Q  is a initially empty queue " "x Q  means removing from Q  the front object and store it in x . 
1. Visit and mark v . Insert v  in Q . 
2. While Q  is not zero, do: 

3. " "x Q  
4. For each vertex without mark w  adyacent to x  do the next: 

5. Visit and mark w  
6. Insert w  in Q  
End 

End 
Applying the BFS algorithm without considering restrictions about direction (Graph) from figure 1, the searching 
sequence obtained is ABCDEFGHIJK. Applying the same algorithm but taking into account direction restrictions 
(Digraph), the sequence obtained is ABCDFGHIJK. It can be seen in the last case that it was not considered the E vertex 
in the analysis, since the trajectory cannot be traversed from B to E. The traverse sequence was made in an arbitrary way, 
but it can be used some criterion to prioritize the storing in the queue. 
It can be created many variations and extensions to this algorithm depending on the problem to be solved. Frequently it is 
necessary to do some kind of processing when each vertex is explored. 
 
3. METHODOLOGY 
The block diagram shown in the figure 2 contains the structure of the algorithm proposed for a detection of energized 
devices in an electrical distribution network. In the next subsections are explained the function of each block from the 
figure 2. 

 

Determination of energized elements

Generation of a sending bus vector for elements (vecnodosele) and a 
matrix of interconnected elements (vinculoordele)

Re- numeration of buses due to the closing or opening of switches

Network devices reading
Vector of buses.
Vector with names of elements ( l x 1).
Vector with sending buses name  for elements (l  x 1).
Vector of receiving buses name for elements (l x 1).
Vector with names of switches (k x 1).
Vector with sending buses name for switches (k x 1).
Vector with receiving buses name for switches (k x 1).

Attributes reading

Vector with electrical source attribute for elements ( l x 1).
Vector with both sides energized attribute for elements ( l x 1) .
Vector with operation state attribute for switches (k x 1).
Vector with configuration attribute for switches(N.O o N.C) (k x 1).

 
Figure 2 Block diagram of the proposed algorithm 

3.3 Network devices reading 
In this section the input data file is read. The input data file contains the information of the devices that exist in the 
electrical network. The information required in the input file is the name of the buses, the name of the electrical devices, 
the name of sending buses, and the name of receiving buses. 
The information of switching devices like name, sending bus name and receiving bus name are stored in three vectors 
with a  x 1k dimension, and the rest of the electrical devices are stored in different vectors with a l x 1 dimension. 
 
3.4 Attributes reading 
In this section of the program, the attributes of electrical devices are read from the input data file and stored in vectors. 
Attributes not belonging to switches (elements) are stored in a vector of  x 1l  dimension, and for disconnection devices 
(switches), the dimension of the vector used is  x 1k . The type of data used to handle this information is logic, and the 
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necessary attributes for this analysis are: 
 

• Source: element(s) identified as electrical source(s) 
• Energized elements on both sides: all, except the ones that are connected with respect to earth 
• Operating state of switches: opened or closed 
• Real or Virtual switches: Installed in the electrical network or simulated 
• Setting of switches: Normally Open or Normally Closed (N.O or N.C) 
 
3.5 Re-numeration of buses 
This part of the program is constructed by two tasks. The first, updates the number of identification of the buses of the 
network because of disconnection or connection changes of switches. The second one uses the information obtained from 
the first task to change the number of identification of sending and receiving buses for elements of the electrical network. 
  
3.6 Generation of sending bus vector and interconnection matrix for elements 
This routine generates a sending bus names vector for elements with a  x 1l  dimension (not including switches) to this 
vector has been assigned the name of vecnodosele (for reference purposes). Parallelly, it is created an interconnection 
matrix which has a l x m  dimension; this matrix is called vinculoordele (for reference purposes). The objective of the 
vinculoordele matrix is to link each row of it and each of vecnodosele, where each column will give information about 
the elements that are connected at the same bus. The data stored in each column of vinculoordele is the position that one 
element occupies in the vector of elements (names of devices which are not switches). 
 
3.7 Determination of energized elements 
This program block does the analysis to determine which elements are energized or de-energized. The topological 
analyzer uses the BFS with some modifications according to the kind of problem to be solved. In figure 3 is shown the 
flow diagram of the algorithm applied. The path starts from the electrical source bus. This is done by storing the sending 
bus of the electrical source in the position 1 x 1 of vecnodosele, since this first element that must be stored in the queue Q  
is the element 1 x 1  of vecnodosele.The actual data in Q  is extracted and then stored in a vector for explored buses which 
is called seccbuseleenerg; Parallelly, a zone identifier that starts with a number one assigned to the electrical source is 
included, and it is stored in a vector called islaenerg having the same dimension as seccbuseleenerg. The searching bus is 
analyzed in every row of vecnodosele until the row containing the searching bus is found. The number of the row is used 
to read every column of vinculoordele and every non zero data is stored in a temporary vector. After this, every data in 
the temporary vector is evaluated according to the step criterion (energized elements on both sides); if the step criterion is 
truth the sending bus of the element is stored in the queue Q . When the actual analysis ends, another element from the Q  
is extracted and the process is repeated therefore the program ends when all buses have been explored. The outputs of the 
algorithm are both seccbuseleenerg (visited buses) and islaenerg (zone identifier for each bus). 

Store in the Queue the sending 
bus number of the source and 
asign a “1” as a zone identifier

Detect and store elements 
connected to the searching bus in 

a temporary vector

Do for the number of elements connected 
to the searching bus

Is the element energized on both 
sides?

No

Yes

The receiving bus is stored in a 
queue and the the zone identifier 

in another one

Remove from the Queue the bus number and the 
zone identifier. Store those data in two vectors 

(seccbuseleenerg,islaenerg)

Are there elements connected to the 
searching bus?

Yes

No

Is the Queue empty?

Yes

NoWere all buses 
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Figure 3 Flow diagram of BFS modified 
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The presented algorithm includes a function whose objective is to consider sending buses that are not connected to 
receiving buses. This case can be seen in the figure 1 at the vertex E. In the example can be appreciated that bus B is 
linked to bus E, but the direction is in an inverse way. Due to this inconvenience a classic topological BFS analyzer does 
not consider the bus E as can be shown in the ABCDFGHIJK sequence. The solution to the problem of incidences to the 
same vertex was gotten by comparing the elements of vector vecnodosele against the elements of seccbuseleenerg. If one 
element of vecnodosele has not been taking into account, it is inserted in the queue Q  and a new zone identifier number 
is generated and stored in an auxiliary queue. Then, the exploring process is repeated. Another function that is employed 
in this algorithm is checking if the exploring bus has been evaluated before. This feature is essential when incident paths 
at a vertex exist. If a searching bus is already contained into the seccbuseleenerg vector, the actual zone identifier number 
(and so the rest of the buses that have the same zone identifying number) is refreshed to the zone identifier number that 
has the element found inside seccbuseleenerg. The last part of the energized detection elements algorithm can be seen in 
the figure 4. This section is formed by a program routine which evaluates the seccbuseleenerg and islaenerg vector. The 
purpose of this evaluation is to assign a zero or a one to each bus of the electrical network in a vector called nodoenerg 
with the same dimension as seccbuseleenerg. The criterion to do this assignment is comparing each element of the 
islaenerg vector against the zone identifier number assigned to the electrical sources in the network (number one by 
default). Then, each sending and receiving bus for each element in the network is compared with each row of the 
seccbuseleenerg vector. When matches are found, it is assigned to the element the energized status that has the 
encountered bus. The result of this process is to generate a vector called esteleenerg, with a l x 1 dimension and filled 
with logic data type (zeros and ones) where a zero means that the device is de-energized and one mean that the devices is 
energized. 

Search the electrical source bus in 
seccbuseleenerg vector and  save its 
zone identifier number contained in 

islaenerg vector

Compare each item stored in islaenerg vector 
versus the electrical source zone indentifier 

number

Coincidence?

Store a logic 
one into the 
nodoenerg

vector

Store a logic 
zero into the 
nodoenerg

vector

Yes

No

Compare sendig buses for each 
electrical element versus each row of 

seccbuseleenerg vector

Same buses?
Store the energized status 

of the bus into a vector 
called esteleenerg

No

Yes

End

Start

 
Figure 4 Flow diagram for the assignment of energized states for the each element in the network 

 
4. RESULTS 
The proposed algorithm was tested using the IEEE 37 bus system with some modifications according to this problem. In 
figure 5 is shown the test system. The electrical network was modified to include switches in many places; this was done 
because of the necessity to see how the energized sections were changed due to switching actions. Two study cases were 
developed and are described. 
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A.  Test case 1 
In this case, only the switch named S2 is opened; this switch and its opening’s effects can be seen in the figure 5. As S1 
remains closed, the electrical devices connected between S1 and S2 are energized (lines with high contrast). The rest of 
the electrical network stays isolated because of the aperture of S2 (lines with low contrast). Table I shows each element 
and its operating state for case 1. To understand the nomenclature used in this part, the numeric identifier after the word 
LDS means which switch is connected in the sending bus of the electrical line. For instance, LDS4IN means that a 
distribution line is connected to switch named S4 at its sending bus; LDS4OUT means that a distribution line is 
connected to a switch named S4 at its receiving bus.  

 
Figure 5 IEEE 37 bus test case modified. Study case 1 

 
Table I Topological analysis result using the IEEE 37 bus modified test system 

Element Case 1 Case 2 Element case 1 case 2 
NODTR1IN 1 1 LDS21OUT 0 0 
LDS1OUT 1 1 LDS22IN 0 1 
LDS2IN 1 1 LDS22OUT 0 1 
LDS2OUT 0 1 LDS23IN 0 0 
LDS3IN 0 1 LDS23OUT 0 0 
LDS3OUT 0 1 LDS24IN 0 1 
LDS4IN 0 1 LDS24OUT 0 0 
LDS4OUT 0 1 LDS25IN 0 0 
LDS5IN 0 1 LDS25OUT 0 0 
LDS5OUT 0 1 LDS26IN 0 0 
LDS6IN 0 1 LDS26OUT 0 0 
LDS6OUT 0 1 LDS27IN 0 0 
LDS7IN 0 1 LDS27OUT 0 0 
LDS7OUT 0 1 LDS28IN 0 0 
LDS7OUTA 0 1 LDS28OUT 0 0 
LDS8IN 0 1 LDS29IN 0 0 
LDS8OUT 0 1 LDS29OUT 0 0 
LDS9IN 0 1 LDS30IN 0 0 
LDS9OUT 0 1 LDS30OUT 0 0 
LDS10IN 0 1 LDS31IN 0 0 
LDS10OUT 0 1 LDS31OUT 0 0 
LDS11IN 0 1 LDS32IN 0 0 
LDS11OUT 0 0 LDS32OUT 0 0 
LDS12IN 0 1 LDS33IN 0 0 
LDS12OUT 0 1 LDS33OUT 0 0 
LDS13IN 0 1 LDS34IN 0 0 
LDS13OUT 0 1 LDS34OUT 0 0 
LDS14IN 0 1 LDS35IN 0 0 
LDS14OUT 0 0 LDS35OUT 0 0 
LDS15IN 0 1 LDS36IN 0 0 
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LDS15OUT 0 0 LDS36OUT 0 0 
LDS16IN 0 0 LDS36OUTA 0 0 
LDS16OUT 0 0 LDS37IN 0 0 
LDS17IN 0 0 LDS37OUT 0 0 
LDS17OUT 0 0 LDS38IN 0 0 
LDS18IN 0 0 LDS38OUT 0 0 
LDS18OUT 0 0 LDS39IN 0 0 
LDS19IN 0 0 LDS39OUT 0 0 
LDS19OUT 0 0 TR1 1 1 
LDS20IN 0 1 TR2 0 0 
LDS20OUT 0 1 LDS1IN 1 1 
LDS21IN 0 1    

 
B.  Test case 2 
In this case, switches S14, S15 and S24 were opened. The obtained result applying the algorithm can be seen in the 
electrical network of figure 6 and at columns 3 and 6 in the table I for each element. In figure 6 can be observed which 
elements are de-energized because of switching actions by a low contrast color. Energized elements are presented by a 
high contrast color. To locate an electrical distribution line taken from the table I in the figure 6, it is used a numeric 
identifier after the word LDS. The numeric identifier points out which switch the element is connected to, for example, 
LDS33IN means that an electrical  distribution lines is connected to the sending bus of switch S33. 

 
Figure 6 IEEE 37 bus test case modified. Study case 2 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
The computer algorithm proposed to detect energized and/or de-energized components in an electrical distribution 
network was tested for other cases, at the end, the result was satisfactory. Because of the large amount of information 
obtained for each study case, only two cases are shown. The program’s logic provides useful tools to handles system data 
that is not organized, that is to say, when there are sending buses that are not linked to a receiving bus from an element 
that comes before. This problem is common when the information comes from huge databases of devices that have been 
captured through field work. If this situation is not considered, the program will detect de-energized elements when they 
don’t really are, since some paths wouldn’t be taken into account. The developed tool has the ability to be applied in 
monitoring systems of electrical networks, hydraulics, gas supply, and so on. Since it shows what occurs in a network if 
some devices that open circuits change its operating state. The algorithm has the flexibility to be modified to consider 
additional restrictions, for this case it was only taken if both sides of an element are energized. 
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